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ABSTRACT
Mis (1975;

1977) proposed that a midbrain circuit involving the

accessory oculomotor nuclei (nucleus of Darkschewitsch, interstitial
nucleus of Cajal) is necessary for inhibition of the conditioned nictitating membrane response (NMR) of the rabbit.

attempted to determine:

a)

The present study

whether neurons of the accessory oculomotor

nuclei, and not fibers of passage, are necessary for conditioned inhi-

bition (CI) of the NMR and b) the fiber projections from the lesioned
areas that disrupt CI.

Using neuroanatomical methods, Experiment

1

tested whether an

injection of cyanide (NaCN) into the neocortex, hippocampus, or pons
resulted in a fiber sparing lesion.

Experiment

1

Patterns of cell death seen in

suggested that NaCN injections spared fibers of passage.

Using electrophysiological methods, Experiment

2

assessed the

effects of NaCN injection on the reflexive eyeblink of the rabbit to eye
shock.

Cyanide injection did not appear to disrupt evoked potentials

recorded centrally or peripherally.

However, spontaneous neural activity

decreased in some animals suggesting destruction of neurons near the

recording electrode.
In Experiment 3,

the transcallosally evoked response of the cere-

bral cortex was used to further investigate the effects of cyanide on

neurally mediated evoked responses:

NaCN had no apparent effect on

evoked potentials recorded in cell or fiber areas up to
injection,
iv

3

hours after

Experiment

4

assessed the effect of radio-frequency lesions of

the midbrain on CI in a retention design.

Lesions of the posterior com-

missure, pretectum, and periaqueductal grey produced significant dis-

ruption of CI.

Analysis of Fink-Heiraer material suggests that a fiber

projection from the pretectum, posterior commissure and periaqueductal
grey to the posterior hypothalamus is involved in CI.

Since the pos-

terior hypothalamus is part of a brain stem "reward" system, this result
is consistent with an opponent-process theory of CI

Pearce,

1977)

v

(Dickinson and
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INTRODUCTION
Mis suggested (1975;

1977) a neuroanatomical substrate for con-

ditioned inhibition (CI) of the rabbit nictitating membrane response
(NMR).

Mis showed that electrical stimulation of the internuclear area,

consisting of the nucleus of Darkschewitsch and the interstitial nucleus
of Cajal, decreased the amplitude of the conditioned NMR.

Mis extended

these results in a second experiment which showed that radio-frequency

lesions of the internuclear area or parvocellular red nucleus prevented

acquisition of a CI discrimination between a reinforced light conditioned
stimulus (CS) and a nonreinf orced compound CS consisting of a light and
The inability of lesioned rabbits to show CI was not the result

a tone.

of sensory or motor decrements since lesioned animals subsequently demon-

strated conditioned responses (CRs) to the tone.

The purpose of the

present study was to further delineate the mesencephalic system(s)
involved in CI of the conditioned NMR.

The NMR

.

Thompson and coworkers (Cegavske, Thompson, Patterson, and

Gormezano, 1976; Young, Cegavske, and Thompson, 1976) suggested, on the

basis of electrophysiological evidence, that the motoneurons controlling
innervate the
the NMR originate in the ipsilateral abducens nucleus and
of the
retractor bulbi muscles, which when contracted causes retraction

eyeball and extension of the nictitating membrane.

However, Powell,

of the abducens
Berthier, and Moore (1978) showed that complete lesions

NMR.
nucleus do not abolish the conditioned or unconditioned
1

A recent

study, using horseradish peroxidase, showed that the motoneurons con-

trolling the retractor bulbi muscles in the cat are located in the pontine reticular formation near the superior olive (Guegan, Gueritaud, and

Horchelle-Bossavit, 1978).

At the present time, therefore, the precise

neuroanatomical basis of the rabbit NMR is in doubt.

CHAPTER
EXPERIMENT
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1

Introduction

Although lesions of the nucleus of Darkschewitsch

,

the Inter-

stitial nucleus of Cajal, or the red nucleus disrupted acquisition of

conditioned inhibition in Mls's study, his data do not rule out the possibility that lesions in the critical area disrupted fibers of passage

between areas more intimately involved in CI.
A lesioning technique which destroys cell bodies in the target

area while leaving fibers intact could elucidate the contribution of

mesencephalic nuclei to CI of the NMR.

The metabolic poison, sodium

cyanide, seemed a promising way to kill cells of mesencephalic nuclei

Sodium cyanide blocks oxidative phosphoralation

while sparing fibers.

at the step catalyzed by cytochrome oxidase (Albaum, Tepperman, and

Bodansky, 1946).

Sodium cyanide is also a moderately strong electrolyte

and as such lipophobic.

Lipids are the primary constituent of myelin so

that the myelin coating of axons should protect axons from cyanide.

Experiment

1

attempted to determine whether sodium cyanide kills

somata of neurons while sparing fibers.

This was accomplished by in-

somata
jection of cyanide into the central nervous system in areas where
out, two
*Aftcr these studies were planned and largely carried
These two
other fiber sparing techniques appeared in the literature.
techniques will be reviewed in the General Discussion.

4

and fibers are apposed but clearly demarcated.

Damage to aomata and

fibers was assessed by routine neuroanatomical methods.

Met hod

Animals.

The animals

in

this experiment

were 38 New Zealand albino

rabbits (Or yctolngus cun niculus, weighing between 2.8 and 3.5 kg at the
time of surgery) obtained from a local

Surgical and h istologi cal procedure

chloropromazine

(A

.

supp

1

I

<*r

General anesthesia was provided by

mg/kg, IM) and sodium pentabarbi tal (20 mg/kg,

(V).

Lidocalne was injected around the zygomatic arch and scalp to provide
Following induction of anesthesia, the animal was

local anesthesia.

placed in a Kopf series 900 stereotaxic instrument equipped with a
rabbit head holder.

Pressure injections of NaCN were made into neocortex, hippocampus or midbrain by a Hamilton microsyringe directly mounted on the

stereotaxic apparatus (repeatability
diameter 20 - 60 microns) attached to
(repeatability
(49 g/1, N-24),

1.75 pi).

= ±.2p
a

1)

or by micropipette (tip

microsyringe by Teflon tubing

Injections were made of either

isotonic NaCN (.155 M, 7.6 g/1, N=12),

1

I

M NaCN

M NaCL

volumes of .5 to

(58.5 g/1, N-l), or isotonic NaCl (9 g/1, N-l)

in

Injections were administered at a rate of

per one and a half

minutes.

1

pi

2

pi.

sites.
Each animal received up to four injections at various

Following survival periods of

5

to 30 days animals were deeply

anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (50 mg/kg,

IV)

and perfused

through the heart with physiological saline followed by 10% formalin.
The brains were then removed, embedded in albumin gelatin, and cut at
AO microns.

Stains employed were the cresyl violet, and Fink-Heimer

procedure (Fink and Heimer, 1967).

I

The Fink-Heimer is a reduced silver

procedure which stains degenerating axoplasra and terminals (boutons).

Results and Discussion

In most cases, lesions were confined to the cortical grey layers

and therefore did not provide clear evidence of fiber sparing.

The

cases which did provide information relevant to fiber sparing are dis-

cussed here.

Animals injected with NaCN typically showed a spherical area of
gliosis at long survival times (e.g., N 42, 20 day survival, Figure

1).

At shorter survival times the lesions appeared as blank areas in cresyl

violet material (e.g.

Figure

injection of

1

3

,

E 3,

3

day survival, Figure 2).

shows a Fink-Heimer stained section resulting from an

M NaCN into the cerebral cortex in animal

E 4.

This

section shows intense silver staining in the grey matter indicating loss
of cells.

Beaded axons project into the white matter, but few, if any,

project laterally.

The latter result suggests sparing of fibers proIn cresyl

jecting between neocortical areas unaffected by the lesion.

violet material the lesion area appeared blank, suggesting loss of
neurons.
Figure

4

shows the results of an injection of cyanide into the

pyramidal cell layer of CA

1

of the hippocampus in animal E

3

(3

day

Results of an injection of isotonic NaCN into the
pontine reticular formation of animal N 42. 20 day survival, cresyl
violet stain, 40 X; dorsal is to the left.
Fig.

1.

Results of an injection of 1 M NaCN in animal E 3.
3 day survival, Cresyl violet, AO X.
The injection was made into
the mesencephalic periaqueductal grey bordering the aqueduct (arrows)
dorsal is to the left.
Fig.

2.

Fig. 3.
Fink-Heimer stain of a lesion in animal E 4.
Injection of 1 M NaCN into the deep layers of the cerebral cortex,
40 X; dorsal is to the right.

1
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Lesion in animal E 3 in the dorsal hippocampus.
1
M NaCN, 3 day survival, Fink-Heimer, 40 X; dorsal is to the right
Note the terminal degeneration on the basal dendrites of the pyrami
cells (arrows)
Fig.

4.
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V-v

survival).

An injection of

2

pi of

M NaCN resulted in the complete

1

destruction of pyramidal cells near the injection site.

Viewed with the

Fink-Heimer stain, a zone medial to the lesions shows dense terminal

degeneration on the basal dendrites of intact CA

1

pyramidal cells.

This is interpreted as indicating the interruption of fibers of passage
in the alveus projecting through the area of injection.

injection of

1

M NaCN into the same area of animal E

destruction of pyramidal cells in

a zone

extending

2

A

.5

yl

resulted in the

1

mm along the CA

1

layer but did not result in degeneration on the basal dendrites of

medial CA

1

pyramidal cells (Figure

5,

3

Considered

day survival).

together, these two cases are consistent with the the hypothesis that a
2

yl inj ec tion resulted in the death o f neurons whose

f

ibers projected

through the lesion area while a .5 yl injection did not.
Animal SE

5

injected with 1.25 yl of

1

M NaCN into the CA

1

area of the hippocampus showed profound loss of neurons not only in
CA

1

but in layer VI of the cerebral cortex (Figure 6).

Examination of

Fink-Heimer stained material reveals dead neurons in the cortical cell
layers and in stratum pyramidale of CA

losum appears undamaged.

1.

The interposed corpus cal-

This pattern of cell destruction bracketing

and
a fiber area clearly suggests that cyanide in this concentration

volume did not kill fibers of passage.
less
Rabbits injected with isotonic (.155 M) NaCN showed far

damage than those injected with
received a

2

1

M NaCN.

Animal N

31

(20 day recovery)

of the
yl injection into the pons between the rootlets

cranial nerves V and VII.

Figure

7

shows gliosis in the areas around

Lesion in the dorsal hippocampus in animal E 1.
Fink-Heimer stain, 6 day survival, 40 X; dorsal is to the right.
Note the lack of degeneration on the basal dendrites of the pyramidal
cells (arrows)
Fig.

5.

16

17

Fig.

Lesion of the neocortical cell layers (above) and
of the hippocampus (below) (arrows).
Fink-Heimer 40 X; dorsal is
6.

,

to the top.

18

19

Lesion of the pontine tegmentum in animal N 31.
Cresyl violet stain, 20 day recovery, 40 X. Notice gliosis on
both sides of the trigeminal nerve (arrows); dorsal is to the left.
Fig.

7.

21

the two cranial nerves, but no gliosis is seen in nerves
V or VII.

These results suggests sparing of fibers in nerves V and VII.
Injections at seperate locations with
saline in animal E

1

ul and

2

ul isotonic

resulted in no detectable damage, suggesting that

5

pressure and mechanical damage from the injection procedure in this
experiment was slight.
In summary, a

2

ul injection of

1

M NaCN into the alveus of the

hippocampus killed fibers of passage; injections of
into the same area in another animal did not.

yl of

1

M NaCN

Injections of

1

M NaCN

.5

into the cerebral cortex appeared to spare fibers of the corpus callosura.

An injection of isotonic NaCN evidently killed neurons at the injection
site while sparing fibers of the cranial nerves passing through the

lesion zone.

Injections of isotonic NaCN would seem to provide a large

safety factor for fiber sparing as no injection up to

centration resulted in detectable fiber death.
margin, Experiments

2,

3,

2

Ml at this con-

Because of this safety

and 4 employed isotonic cyanide injections.

CHAPTER
EXPERIMENT

II
2

Introduction

The results of the previous experiment suggested that infusion
of cyanide into the central nervous system caused a fiber sparing lesion.

The present experiment attempted to test this hypothesis electrophysio-

logically by injecting an isotonic cyanide solution into the brainstem
of anesthetized rabbits and recording evoked potentials elicited by

paraorbital eye shock.

The floor of the fourth ventrical, where the

facial nerve and the abducens nucleus lie in close apposition, was the
target area for recording electrophysiological activity and injection of
NaCN.

This area was selected because at the time the abducens nucleus

was thought to be a major contributor to shock-elicited retraction of
the eyeball.

muscles).

The facial nerve mediates the eye blink (obicularis oculi

If cyanide kills somate at the injection site,

infusion of

cyanide into the abducens nucleus, a cell area, should alter evoked

potentials recorded at the injection site to eye shock.

Alternatively,

if cyanide spares fibers, injection of cyanide into the facial nerve

should have no effect on evoked potentials recorded from the facial
nerve.

Another index of the effects of cyanide in this preparation was
the peripheral response to eye shock.

If cyanide kills neurons of the

abducens
abducens nucleus, we expected that infusion of NaCN into the
22

nucleus would prevent eye retraction to eye shock.

On the other hand,

if cyanide spares fibers of passage, cyanide injection
into the facial

nerve should not effect the eye blink component of the response
to eye
shock as the external lids are innervated by the facial nerve.
An additional advantage of injecting NaCN and recording from
the area of the abducens nucleus is that it involves areas of the brain

thought to be most intimately involved in the conditioned response system investigated by Mis (1975;

1977) and in Experiment 4 of this inves-

tigation.

Method

Animals

.

The animals in this experiment were

19

New Zealand albino

rabbits, weighing between 2.8 and 3.2 kg at the time of surgery, ob-

tained from a local supplier.

A pparatus and procedure

.

Rabbits were prepared for surgery and placed

in a stereotaxic instrument as in Experiment

1.

Recording- injection

cannulae were constructed by coating 30 gauge stainless steel tubing

with Dulex enamel.

Each electrode was coated, by dipping, at least

three times and baked at 300° F for one half hour between coats.
coating, the electrode tips were typically blocked by enamel.

After

To allow

passage of solution the cannulae tips were punctured by a steel probe.
Typically, uninsulated tip exposure was less than 100 microns.

The

cannulae were aimed stereotaxically at the abducens nucleus (AP 16.4,
L .15, V21, McBride and Klemm,

1968).

Electrical stimulation (5 volt

24

square wave,

.1

msec duration) of the tissue at the electrode tip, suf-

ficient to produce eye movement, verified electrode placement.

Recording of evoked potentials to infraorbital shock was then
initiated.

The electrical stimulus was

a Grass S 88 stimulator

a

.1

msec dc pulse generated by

(20-80 volts delivered across two

9

mm Clay

Adams wound clips placed immediately posterior and Immediately ventral
to the orbit.
r

SHI

Isolation

of

tins stimulus was ar roinpl shed by
i

stimulus isolation unit.

>

was accomplished by
Mickle,

1961).

a

a

Crass

Further reduction of .stimulus artifact

Wagner ground (Becker, Peacock, Heath, and

Briefly,

a

Wagner ground entails balancing the actual

voltage due to the stimulus recorded at the electrode site to near zero.
This procedure removes the stimulus artifact before amplification.

electrical response at the electrode tip was amplified by
preamplifier (bandwidth
osc

i

1

1

3

hz to

3

a

The

Crass P 15

khz) and displayed on a Tektronix 502A

oscope.
The evoked response of the eye to eye shock was monitored either

by a mini torque potentiometer (Conrac #85 153) connected mechanically to
the nictitating membrane and displayed on the oscilloscope or by visual

inspection of the eye and the surrounding musculature.
Once

a

reliable evoked potential was obtained the cannula was

secured in place with dental acrylicM NaCL were then infused over

a

Two

\\l

of

.155 M NaCN or .155

five minute period via a Hamilton micro-

syringe connected to the cannula with teflon tubing.

The evoked poten-

tials to eye shock were monitored for the subsequent three hours.

Pol-

evoked response
lowing recovery intervals of one day to one week, the

25

to eye shock was tested while the animal
was confined within a rabbit

restrainer.

Care was taken to adjust the voltage of the
eye shock to

the same level as during surgery*

Immediately following testing, all animals were sacrificed
and

perfused in the same manner as Experiment

Serial transverse sections

1.

of 40 microns were stained with cresyl violet to determine
the location
of the electrode tips.

Results and Discussion

Figure

Experiment

2.

8

shows the location of electrode tips of animals in

Animals EB

3,

4,

9,

12,

13,

tips in the region of the abducens nucleus.

14,

and 15 all had electrode

Animals EB

1,

11,

and 16

had electrode tips in the nucleus reticularis pontis caudalis (NRPC).

Animals EB

2

and 10 had electrode tips in the pontine raphe.

trode tip of animal EB

17

was in the lateral vestibular nucleus.

those animals not shown (EB

damage were seen.

The elec-

5,

6,

8,

18,

19), no

For

electrode tracts or

Histological assessment of the effect of cyanide was

not possible because of the mechanical damage caused by implantation
of the electrode.

Animal EB 15 is characteristic of the animals injected with NaCN
The electrode tip was near the junction of the abducens nucleus, NRPC,
and the facial nerve.

Before injection (Figure 9b) the evoked poten-

tials of this animal consisted of three peaks.

Immediately after in-

jection the evoked potential changed markedly to a large biphasic

26

Fig. 8.

Locations of the tips of electrodes in Experiment 2.
Plate redrawn from plate 450 of Messon and Olszewsky, 1949. D, lateral
vestibular nucleus; NRPC, nucleus reticularis pontis oralis; SO,
superior olive; TR, trapazoid body; V, trigeninal nucleus; VI, abducens
nucleus, VI t, facial nerve.

27

Fig. 9.
Electrical activity in animal EB 15. A and C are
records of spontaneous activity.
Record A was obtained before
injection of NaCN, record C was obtained 24 hours after injection
of NaCN.
B and D (five sweeps per record) are records of evoked
potentials.
Record B was obtained before injection; record D was
obtained 24 hours after injection (positive up).

29
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response, which persisted until time of sacrifice one
week later.

The

altered waveform suggests that cyanide killed neurons.
Figure 10 shows the evoked response of animal EB

The elec-

9.

trode tip in this case was in the abducens nucleus and the evoked
re-

sponse of this animal was triphasic with a latency of 10 msec.

One week

after injection of NaCN some of the secondary components were not seen
but the short latency response remained unchanged.

The fact that NaCN

had little effect when injected into a cell area thought to be part of
the defensive reflex suggests that cyanide did not kill neurons in this

case.

Animal EB

1

was injected with

2

vl of isotonic saline into the

ventral reticular formation near the pyramidal tract and trapozoid body.
The evoked potential before injection, consisted of a single component

with a latency of 10 msec.

Three and one half hours later the evoked

potential showed two peaks, with the short latency response decreasing
These observations suggest that the in-

to 50% of its initial value.

jection procedure could produce large decreases in amplitude of the
evoked response
Four animals (EB 4,

9,

14,

15), with electrodes in thb area of

the abducens nucleus, showed a decrease in spontaneous electrophysio-

logical activity after cyanide injection (e.g., compare Figures 10a and
10c).

The decrease in spontaneous activity seen in these animals sug-

gests that cyanide killed neurons at the injection site.

other animals (EB

3,

12,

13)

with electrodes in the same general area

showed no change in spontaneous activity.

discrepancy is unclear.

However, three

The reason for this apparent

Fig.

10.
Electrical activity in animal EB 9. A and C
(two traces per record) are records of spontaneous activity.
Record A was obtained before injection of NaCN, record C was
obtained 1 week after injection of NaCN.
B and D (Five traces
per record) are records of evoked potentials.
Record B was
obtained before injection of NaCN, record D was obtained 1 week
after injection of NaCN.

33

None of the cases evinced a loss of eyeball retraction or eyeblink.

In the case of animals with electrode tips in the abducens

nucleus (e.g., EB

9)

this may have been because the injection did not

encompass the entire nucleus.

As noted earlier, however, we have

recently found that radio-frequency lesions of the entire abducens

nucleus do not abolish eyeball retraction to eye shock (Powell, Berthier,
and Moore,

1978).

If

radio-frequency lesions of the abducens nucleus do

not disrupt eye blink or eye retraction, the observation that cyanide

does not effect eye blink or eye retraction cannot be construed as evi-

dence against cyanide killing cells in the abducens nucleus.
In summary, NaCN injection did not totally abolish evoked poten-

tials or spontaneous electrophysiological activity but did abolish some

components of the evoked potentials in some cases.

Unfortunately, in

the absence of knowledge of the neural basis of these evoked potentials,
the implication of these observations for the question of fiber sparing

remains unclear.

Nevertheless, the fact that cyanide did not abolish

all potentials is at least consistent with the fiber sparing hypothesis.

Spontaneous activity in cell areas did diminish following cyanide in-

jection in some cases suggesting that cyanide may have affected neural
somata.

Alternatively, the decrease in spontaneous activity may have

reflected the deterioration of the preparation.

t

CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENT

3

Introduction

Although NaCN injection did not completely eliminate the evoked
responses seen in Experiment

2,

within-subject changes of evoked poten-

tial waveform suggest that NaCN may have subtle, but nevertheless sig-

nificant, effects of fiber-generated neural activity.

The variability

and complexity of the evoked potentials observed in Experiment

detection of such effects difficult.

Experiment

3

2

made

utilized the trans-

callosally evoked response of the cerebral cortex in order to determine
the effect of NaCN on an evoked neural response in which the cell and

fiber components are more readily separated than in the case of Experi-

ment

2.

In the cat, stimulation of the white matter contralateral to an

electrode on the neocortical surface results in an evoked potential

consisting of successive positive and negative waves (Curtis, 1940a;
1940b; Purpura, Girado, and Grundfest,

1959; Clare, Landau, and Bishop,

Five hundred microns ventral to the cortical surface the response

1960).

becomes a sequence of waves consisting of positive-negative-positive
components.

Clare et al.

(1960) showed that the first positive response

and cortiin this case is a population spike mediated by corticipetal

cofugal fibers.
rons.

neuThe negative response reflects depolarization of

depolarization to the
The third component reflects propagation of

surface,

0/
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One advantage of the transcallosal system is that the evoked

response changes with depth but is essentially invariant over a wide
area of the neocortex, thereby facilitating comparisons among subjects.

Another advantage of this system is that electrophysiological records
from either grey or white matter can elucidate the effects of cyanide.
If NaCN spares fibers, one would not expect any change in the evoked

response when the injection-recording site is in white matter.

When the

injection is into grey matter, one would expect to record diminished or

altered evoked responses.

Method

Animals

.

Twelve New Zealand albino rabbits procured from a local dis-

tributor served as animals in this experiments.

These rabbits weighed

between 2.8 and 3.5 kg at the start of the experiment.

Recording and injection procedure
was the same as in Experiments

1

.

and

Preparation of animals for surgery
2.

Following placement of the

animals in the stereotaxic instrument, a ground screw was implanted in
the skull anterior to bregma.

A partial bilateral craniotomy was per-

formed with care taken to preserve the vascular supply to the brain.
The dura mater was cut and a pool of warmed mineral oil (30

placed on the cortical surface.

-

40° C) was

A bipolar stimulating electrode, com-

posed of two Dulex coated 00 insect pins separated

1

mm at the tip was

positioned stereotaxically into the right corpus callosum approximately
1.5 mm from the midline

generated by a Grass

S

3

mm posterior to bregma.

Electrical stimuli

88 stimulator elicited evoked potentials recorded

36

contralaterally.

These stimuli were square pulses

.

1

to

.

5

msec.

Cur-

rent levels were less than 1.5 mA.

Recording of the transcollosal response was via a probe electrode referenced to a needle in the neck muscle.

was a pulled capillary tube (tip diameter
.155 M NaCN or,

(bandwidth

potentials.

1

in one case,

Hz to

3

kHz,

.155 M NaCL.

1

The probe electrode

to 30 microns)

filled with

A Grass P 15 AC preamplifier

input impedance 200

Mfi)

amplified evoked

A Tektronix 502A oscilloscope displayed neural activity.

A Hamilton microsyringe, connected to the probe electrode by a
WPI manufactured fitting (WP Instruments, New Haven, Conn.,

//EH--900R)

and Teflon tubing, controlled the injection of NaCN or NaCL.

The recording procedure consisted of lowering the probe electroce into the neocortex until a stable evoked response was achieved.

The electrode was positioned in an area just medial to the lateral fissure,

that is, an area 1.5 mm off the midline

2

mm posterior to bregma.

Once the evoked response stabilized, two pi of .155 M NaCN or .155 M

NaCL were injected over five minutes.

Evoked responses from both white

and
or grey matter were sampled periodically over the next three hours

responses were sampled.

Results

elecHistological examination indicated that all stimulating

corpus callosum.
trodes either bordered on, or were in, the right

Figure

11

electrodes.
illustrates the location of the recording

The tip

18 was in the white matter.
of the recording electrode in animal C

In

37

Fig.

dorsal view.

Locations of recording electrodes in Experiment
Redrawn from Gerhard, 1968 (p. 4).

LI.

3;
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animals c ll,

14,

15,

16,

17,

grey matter of the cortex.

and 20 the recording electrode was

The recording sites

in

animals C 12,

In

the

13,

19,

21, and 22 were not located.

animals except one

In all.

(C

12),

evoked potential waveform was

a positivc-negative-positive sequence of peaks.

of the triphasic waveform for animals C

Figures 12c and

1

17

(a

Figure

and

1))

12

shows examples

and C 18 (e and f).

2d show the negative-positive sequence of potentials

recorded in animal C

These arc very similar to those recorded by

12.

Curtis (1940a; b) on the neocortical surface of the cat, surest ng that
I

the recording electrode in animal C 12 was on the neocortical surface.
In all animals except C 12,

peak latency of 1.4 msec (range
an average of 5.5 msec (range
of 11.4 msec (range =

11

to

14

-

the first response had an average
to 2.5 msec),

.5

1.2 to 6 msec),

msec).

the second component

and the third an average

Only six of twelve animals showed

the first positive component.

Percentage change of evoked response as
are shown in Table

1

a

result of injection

for animals whose recording sites were localized.

The first positive component was not analyzed as

subjects and easily masked by stimulus artifact.

it

was seen

in

only six

Animals Injected with

NaCN into the grey matter showed a median per cent change of zero on
each of the two components (range

-57 to

1007.

on the negative compo-

nent; -80 to 357% on the second positive component),

indicating that

cyanide did not consistently disrupt evoked potentials recorded from
grey matter.

Cyanide did not disrupt evoked potential:; mediated by

white matter (animal C

18)

as both components of the evoked potentials

Fig.

Transcallosal evoked potentials seen in Experiment
for animals C 17, 12, and 18.
Left column before NaCN injection,
right column after NaCN injection.
A and B, animal C 17; C and D,
animal C 12; E and F, animal C 18 (positive up).
12.

3
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TABLE

1

PER CENT CHANCE IN AMP I, TUDE FOR THE NEGATIVE AND SECOND POSITIVE
COMPONENTS OF THE TRANSCALLOSAL EVOKED POTENTIAL FOR ANIMALS WITH
LOCALIZED INJECTION SITES
I
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Component Ampl tilde
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vo Component
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C

1
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N;if N

C

14

grey

NaCN

-57

0

C

15

grey

NaCN

LOO

357

C 16

grey

NaCN

0

0

C 17

grey

NaCN

-20

-33

C

18

white

NaCN

74

66

C

19

?

NaCl

-75

-26

NaCN

50

-80

C 20

,

'

grey
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increased in amplitude.

In animal C 19,

the amplitude of both the nega-

tive and second positive component of the evoked response decreased
fol-

lowing injection of isotonic saline.

This finding indicates that the

injection procedure could have been responsible for the changes observed
in animals injected with NaCN.

In order to ensure that recorded activity was of neural origin,

an IV injection of curare in animal C 10 induced anoxia.

This animal

showed cessation of all evoked potentials within 1.5 minutes of the
injection.

D iscussion

Injection of cyanide into the grey matter did not result in any

consistent change in evoked potential waveform or amplitude.

One pos-

sible explanation of this lack of consistency is that cyanide did not

produce lesions large enough to effect the evoked potentials.
results of Curtis (1940a; b) suggest that lesions

1

The

mm in diameter

should effect the evoked response and lesions in the present study were
at least

1

mm in diameter.

The fact that evoked responses are of local

origin suggests that cyanide had no effect on the grey matter up to
three hours post injection, the limit of this experiment.

The results of Experiment

injection results in

a

1

support the hypothesis that NaCN

fiber sparing lesion.

The results of Experiment

mediated.
show that cyanide spared some components that might be fiber

Experiment

3

suggests that cyanide injection does not effect evoked

post-Injection.
potentials, recorded from cell areas, up to three hours

2

CHAPTER
EXPERIMENT

I

V

4

Introduction

Mis (1977) showed that lesions of the mesencephalon in the area
of the accessory oculomotor area ("Mis area") disrupt acquisition of CI
of the rabbit NMR.

The original plan of Experiment

4

was to inject NaCN

into the "Mis area" in an attempt to produce a fiber sparing lesion.

Any disruption produced by cyanide would suggest that the important
neural elements in CI originate at the site of injection and not from
fibers passing through the lesioncd area.

However, pilot animals

receiving a NaCN injection did not show disruption of

a

previously

acquired discrimination between a reinforced light CS and
forced compound CS cons is ting of the same light and a tone

a

.

nonreinThe lesions

in these cases proved to be considerably smaller than those reported by

Therefore, the present study relied primarily on radio-

Mis (1977).

frequency lesions and the Fink-Heimer techniques to further elucidate
the neural circuits involved in CI of the NMR.

This strategy depended

on tracing the projections of fibers from the site of the lesion.

One limiting feature of the Fink-Hcimer procedures is that glia

engulf terminal endings within two weeks following lesioning (Heimer and
Lohman,

1975).

terminals,

it

Therefore,

in order to ensure

staining of degenerating

was essential that behavioral testing be completed as soon

as possible following lesioning.

Accordingly, rabbits first acquired a
44
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conditioned inhibition, and the effect of the lesions was determined
by

reinstituting CT training (retention test) three days after surgery.
This retraining phase lasted three days, and within 24 hours animals

were sacrificed.

Method

Animals

.

Forty-eight Albino New Zealand rabbits, purchased from a

local supplier, were used in this study.

mately

3

All

animals weighed approxi-

kg at the start of this study.

Surgical and histological procedur es.

Presurgical preparation of the

animals was identical to that of the previous three experiments.
mals meeting criteria (N = 37) were given either radio-frequency

isotonic sodium cyanide (N =

6)

Ani(N

23),

or control lesions (N = 8) aimed sterco-

taxically at the accessory oculomotor area.

Six of the radio frequency

lesioned animals died postoperatively.

Injections of

cyanide lesions.

2

pi of

.155 M NaCN into the midbrain induced

A Hamilton microsyringe directly mounted to the stereo-

taxic apparatus was used for the injections which took place over three
to five minutes.

Radio-frequency lesions were made by 00 insect pin electrodes
insulated with Dulex enamel, coated similarly to the electrodes of

Experiment

2.

The insulation at the electrode tip was scraped off to

expose the distal millimeter.

The current source was a Grass LM

radio-frequency lesion maker.

Lesions were made by gradually Increasing

the lesion current over 30 seconds to 20 mA.

A

Control animals were

t
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treated identically with the exception that no current was passed

through the electrode.

Animals were perfused using the same procedure as the previous
experiments.

Brains were sectioned transversly at AO microns.

fourth section was stained with the Fink-Heimer procedure.

Every

Cresyl

violet stains were performed as needed to determine nucleus or lesion
boundaries.

Behavioral apparatus

.

Four rabbits were run concurrently in a four

drawer, sound attenuated, and ventilated file cabinet.

The apparatus

was essentially the same as that described by Mis (1977).
was restrained in an adjustable Plexiglas box.

Each animal

A minitorque potentio-

meter (Conrac //i5153) was fitted on the top of the animal's head and

attached mechanically to the animal's nictitating membrane.

Movement

of the membrane was displayed as a voltage change by a Grass Model

polygraph.

5

A positive deflection of the pen of one millimeter or more

was defined as a CR.
This study employed two CSs:

a tone and a light.

The tone was

90 db SPL and 1200 Hz and was delivered by two speakers located on the

front panel of the drawer (for animals 41 to 48, the tone was raised to
order to
94 db SPL after 25 days of conditioned inhibition training in

enhance the discrimination).

The light CS was delivered by two

6

watt

on the front
light bulbs (4.5 volts) mounted behind translucent screens

panel of the drawer.

Both CSs were 550 msec in duration.

tioned stimulus (US) was a

2

The uncondi-

mA shock, delivered across two Clay Adams

47

would clips implanted immediately posterior and immediately

(9 mm)

ventral to the orbit.

The US was 50 msec in duration and overlapped the

last 50 msec of the CSs.

Behavioral procedure

Prior to the first day of conditioning, a suture

.

was placed in each animal*

s

right nictitating membrane.

Following this

the animals were confined in the restraining box and placed in the file

cabinet for twenty minutes.

Conditioning began the next day.
per session of acquisition to the light.

acquisition to the light and the tone.
sessions lasted for

5

sessions.

Animals were given AO trials
Animals 41 through 48 received
These initial acquisition

All animals then received 40 trials per

session of a light reinforced, light-tone compound unreinforced discri-

mination (animals 41 through 48 received 100 trials per session from
session 18 onward).

For all animals,

this stage lasted until attaining

criterion of at least 90% CRs to the light and at most 50% CRs to the
light- tone compound for two consecutive days.

Within 24 hours of

reaching this criterion the animal was lesioned and allowed three days
recovery*
identical
A savings test, consisting of three days of training
to the first phase,

followed the recovery period.

Following the CI

given until the animal
savings test, reinforced trials to the tone were

made

5

CRs consecutively.

The purpose of these trials was to ensure

CS ineffective as a cue.
that the lesion did not render the inhibitory

CRs to the tone as quickly as
Radio- frequency lesioned animals acquired

48

control animals (U = 60, ns).

The animal was perfused within 24 hours

after completion of the retardation test.

A disruption index (DI) was computed for each animal.

This

measure was computed by taking the difference of the mean difference
in rate of responding to CS+ and CS- after lesioning from the mean

difference before lesioning and dividing it by the mean pre-lesioning

difference in responding to CS+ and CS-.
%CRs to CS+
before
[)

%CRs to CS-

\ _

before,/

%CRs to CS+ _ %CRs to CSafter
after
V

I

%CRs to CSbefore

%CRs to CS+
before

A positive value of this index indicated disruption of CI performance after lesioning, whereas a negative value indicated an im-

provement in CI performance.

A value of

0

indicated no change in CI

performance.

Results and Discussion

group was disThe data of one animal in the radio-frequency

evidence of a lesion.
carded because of failure to find histological

radio-frequency group was discarded
The data of another animal in the
of an external rather than a
because the tone displayed characteristics

gave less than
conditioned inhibitor, i.e., this subject

5

CRs to the

training.
light-tone compound from the onset of
of the periaqueductal
Animals injected with NaCN had lesions

midbrain tegmentum.
grey (PAG) or the neighboring
extent of the NaCN induced lesions.

Figure 13 shows the

The lesions of animals in this

The locations of lesions for animals injected with
Fig 13.
RN, red nucleus; PAG, periaqueductal grey;
NaCN in Experiment 4.
AO A, accessory oculomotor area; PT, pretectum; III, oculomotor
After Gerhard (1968).
nucleus.
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group were very small (less than

1

mm in diameter).

No lesion was found

in animal T 46.

Inspection of material stained with cresyl violet indicated
that the animals with radio-frequency lesions had lesions of the pos-

terior commissure, accessory oculomotor area, pretectum, PAG oculomotor
nucleus, and red nucleus (Figures
spherical,

1

to 2 mm in diameter.

17

to 21).

Table

2

The lesions were roughly

summarizes the areas lesioned

in each animal in the radio-frequency group.

The disruption indices of the radio-frequency group are also

indicated in Table

2.

The mean disruption index of the control, cyanide,

and radio-frequency lesioned groups were .03,

.19,

and .56 respectively.

The 15 animals of the radio-frequency group differed significantly from
the control group (Mann-Whitney U = 9, p

<

.022,

Retention

two tailed).

of CI training in the NaCN-lesioned group did not significantly differ

from the control group (U = 15, p

<

.141).

Twenty-four brains were stained with the Fink-Heimer
(Fink and Heimer,

1967).

I

procedure

These sections, while interpretable, were of

less than optimal quality with artifactual staining of normal fibers and

cellular cytoplasm.

The use of the Fink-Heimer II procedure (Fink and

Heimer, 1967) in seven animals eliminated these troublesome artifacts.

Figures 14 to 16 illustrate the quality of the Fink-Heimer II stains.

Primary lesion

.

The animals receiving radio-frequency lesions showed

significant disruption of CI compared with controls.

Since the lesions

neuroanatomical loci,
of the radio-frequency group encompassed several

Fig.

Terminal degeneration in the oculomotor nucleus
in animal T 28.
Fink-Heimer, 100 X.
Note the beaded degenerating
axons (arrows) and the fine silver particles denoting terminal
degeneration.
14.
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Fig.

15,

in animal T 37.

Tectal efferents (arrow) cut longitudinally
Fink-Heimer, 40 X; dorsal is to the top.

56

Fig.

Degenerating axons cut in cross section in the
internal capsule (arrows) in animal T 40.
Fink-Heimer, 40 X,
dorsal is to the left.
16.
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TABLE

2

DISRUPTION OF CONDITIONED INHIBITION AS A FUNCTION OF
LOCUS OF PRIMARY LESION AND PATTERN OF FIBER DEGENERATION

Animal

Primary Lesion

Degeneration
(4-Point Scale)

.

S

DI

6

26

.93

9

33

.86

28

15

.83

13

15

.80

12

17

.78

7

JO

42

31

.60

22

6

.57

3

30

.55

30

9

.55

X

27

27

.53

X

41

30

.37

X

14

47

.30

18

11

.28

X

40

13 -.13

X

#

PCPT

PAG

X

PRN

AOA

NIII

DB

VAP

X

X

3

2

2

1

X

X

2

1

2

2-3

2

3

2

2

3

0

1

0

1

1

2

1

1

1

I

1

L

1

1

3

2

2

3

3

2

2-3

3

2

2-3

2

0

0-1

1

1

1

1

1

1-2

X

1

1-2

2

2-3

X

1

3

3

2

X
X

X
Y
A

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

RPC

BC

X
X

X

IC

X

X

X

X

X

S - number of stage I training sessions; DI - disruption
ABBREVIATIONS:
index; PCPT - posterior commissure-pretectum; PAG - periaqueductal grey;
AOA - accessory oculomotor area; PRN - parvocellular red nucleus; NIII
oculomotor nucleus; DB - dorsal adrenergic bundle; VAP - ventro-anterior
projection; IC - internal capsule; RPC - nucleus reticularis pontis
caudalis; BC - brachium conjunctivum.
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it was of interest to determine if the lesions that disrupted
CI were

clustered in a particular mesencephalic area.

Accordingly, animals were

classified into five categories on the basis of lesion location.

Since

lesions frequently encompassed several areas, a given animal could be

assigned to more than one category.
Posterior commissure-pretectum

.

Animals T

3,

6,

7,

12,

and 28

had lesions that involved the posterior commissure or pretectum (PCPT)
The mean disruption index of this category was .75, and the disruption

indices of this category differed significantly from the control group

(Mann-Whitney U = 7.5,

p

<

.021).

The Spearman rank correlation coef-

ficients (r^) between lesions of this area and the CI disruption index
was .49 (p

<

.05,

Figure
this group.

17

two tailed)

.

shows the extent of the lesions for the animals in

Typical of patterns of degengeration seen in this group was

animal T 28 (disruption index = .83).
the posterior commissure and pretectum.

Animal T 28 received a lesion of
In Fink-Heimer II stained

material degenerating axons projected in the internal capsule and in a
ventro-anterior direction along the midline toward the posterior hypothalamus.

The nucleus of Darkschewitsch, interstitial nucleus of Cajal

superior colliculus, and oculomotor nucleus showed terminal degeneration.
*The Spearman rank correlation coefficients were computed between
area.
the disruption indices and the degree of destruction of a given
For example, if an
Destruction of an area was scored dichotomously
one was
area was at least partially destroyed in a particular animal a
If, on the other hand, the area
assigned on the independent variable.
and lesion
was spared, a zero was assigned. The disruption indices
coefficients
scores were rank ordered and the Spearman rank correlation
were computed using the correction for ties (Siegel, 1956).
.
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Fig.

Extent of lesions for those animals lesioned in
the posterior commissure or pretectum (PCPT)
17.
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In animal T 28 a bundle of degenerating axons projected
caudally through

the tegmentum lateral to the medial longitudinal fasiculus (MLF)

Periaqued uctal grey

.

Animals T

lesions of the mesencephalic PAG.
group was .67.

6,

9,

13,

27,

30,

41 and 42 had

The mean disruption index for this

Compared with the control group, this group showed sig-

nificant disruption of CI rentention

(U = 0,

p <

.001).

The

r
S

between

lesions of the PAG and the disruption indices was .33 (ns).

Figure 18 shows the extent of the lesions for the PAG group.

With the exception of animal T

13,

all lesions involved adjacent areas.

Animal T 13 (disruption index = .80) had a small lesion within the

boundaries of the PAG.

The most pronounced degeneration of axons in

this animal was in a ventro-anterior direction along the midline through
the accessory oculomotor area to the posterior hypothalamus (Fink-Heimer

Given the restricted nature of the lesion, the data of

II material).

animal T 13 particularly implicate the PAG and its ventro-anterior pro-

jection in CI.

Accessory oculomotor area

.

Lesions of the accessory oculomotor

nuclei are of interest because of Mis's results implicating this area in
CI.

Three animals, T 30, 41 and 42 had lesions of the nuclei of

Darkschewitsch and Cajal (Figure 19).

The mean disruption index of this

group was .51, but the disruption indices of this group did not differ

significantly from the control group

(U = 7.5,

ns)

.

However, the small

null hyponumber of cases in this category precludes acceptance of the

thesis.

The r

the
between lesions of the accessory oculomotor area and
S

disruption was -.16 (ns).

63

The extent of lesions for those animals lesioned
in the periaqueductal grey (PAG).
Fig.

18,

65

Fig. 19.
The extent of the lesions for those animals
lesioned in the accessory oculomotor area (AOA)
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Animal T 30 (disruption Index - .55) was typical of the animals
in this group.

Animal T 30 had a bilateral lesion of the accessory

oculomotor area and PAG.

Degenerating axons projected rostrally in the

internal capsule and caudal ly

In

the MLF (Fink-Heimer II material).

The

oculomotor nucleus, abducens nucleus, facial nucleus, and the prepositus
hypoglossi showed terminal degenerat Lon.
Oculomotor nucleus

.

Cegavske et

al

(1976) have suggested that

.

NMR retraction (as opposed to extension) is controlled by the oculomotor
nucleus.

Since inhibition of the NMR could result from

an

Lvation of

oculomotor neurons, it was of interest to determine whether lesions of
the oculomotor nucleus affected CI.

Three animals, T 14, 22 and 30

had lesions of the ipsilatera] oculomotor nucleus (Figure 20).

mean disruption index for these animals was .47.

The

The disruption indices

of the oculomotor lesion group did not significantly differ from the

control group

(jj

= 9,

ns), but as in the case of the accessory oculo-

motor group the null hypothesis cannot be accepted with confidence

because of the small number of cases.

The

between lesions of the

r

g

oculomotor and the disruption indices was -.22 (ns).
Typical of this group was animal T

14

(disruption index

.03).

the root of
In animal T 14 degenerating axons projected bilaterally in

III, MLF, and PAG.

minal degeneration.

The nuclei of Dnrkschewitsch and Cajal showed terproIn animal T L4 a descending bundle of axons

jected through the tegmentum just lateral to the MLF.

Parvocellular red nucleus

.

The parvocellular red nucleus was

area,
of interest because, like the accessory oculomotor

it

Is

one of

68

Fig. 20.
The extent of the lesions for those animals
lesioned in the oculomotor nucleus (III).
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the areas implicated in CI by Mis (1977).

Animals T 18, 22, 40, 41 and

42 had lesions of the parvocellular red nucleus (Figure 21).

disruption index for this group was .34.

The mean

The disruption indices of this

group differed significantly from the control group

(U = 7,

p <

.03).

Lesions of the parvocellular red nucleus were poorly correlated with the

disruption indices

(r

= -.31,

ns).

Animal T 18 (disruption index = .28) had a lesion of the rostral

parvocellular red nucleus.

In Fink-Heimer

axons projected into the internal capsure.

I

material, degenerating
A bundle of degenerating

axons projected caudally through the medial tegmentum to the brachiam

conjuctivum in animal T

18.

The accessory oculomotor nuclei, NRPC, and

the oculomotor nucleus showed terminal degeneration.

Patterns of degeneration

.

With the exception of animal T

13,

consider-

ation of degeneration patterns on a case by case basis provided few
clues as to how various brainstem areas not destroyed with the primary

lesion might be involved in DI disruption.

Accordingly, degeneration

(fiber and terminal) in a given area was rank ordered on a four point
scale.

These values were correlated with the rank ordered disruption

indices using the Spearman rank correlation coefficient (N = 13).

Ex-

tegmentum
tensive degeneration in almost all areas of the mesencephalic
midbrain.
precluded computation of correlation coefficients for the

patterns were
hypothalamic and pontine levels, however, degeneration
analysis.
limited enough to permit meaningful correlation

At
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The extent Of the lesions for those animals
Pig, 21.
lesioned in the parvocel Lular red nucleus (PCRN).
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Degenerating axons projecting caudally were confined to the

brachiam conjuctivum or the pontine reticular formation.

The

r

s

between

the degree of degeneration in NRPC and the disruption indices was
.12
(ns).

The

r
g

between the degree of degeneration in the brachiam con-

juctivum and the disruption indices was -.30 (ns).
Degenerating axons projected rostrally via two routes, the
internal capsule and in a vcntro-anter ior direction along the midline
to the posterior hypothalamus.

The degree of degeneration in the in-

ternal capsule and the disruption indices were not correlated
ns).

=

(r

.12,

By contrast, the r^ between the degree of degeneration in the

ventro-anterior projection and the disruption indices was .68

Relationship of primary lesions to degeneration patterns

.

(p

<

.05).

Since analy-

sis of patterns of degeneration suggest involvement of a midline ventro-

anterior projection to the posterior hypothalamus in CI, a question of
interest was whether degeneration in the ventro-anterior projection was

statistically related to lesions of the PAG or PCPT, the primary lesion
areas most disruptive of CI.

were categorized in a

2

X

2

In order to resolve this question animals

table on the basis of whether the primary

lesion damaged the pretectum or posterior commissure (PCPT) or PAG and

whether degeneration was present in the ventro-anterior hypothalamic
projection.

Of the thirteen suitable animals, six of the nine with

prolesions of the PAG or PCPT had degeneration in the ventro-anterior

jection.

PAG or
Of the four animals that did not have lesions of the

projection.
PCPT, none had degeneration in the ventro-anterior

A Fisher

exact probability tost

cally dependent

(

p

-

Indicated that
.05,

the two variable..; were statisti-

two tailed).

This statistical dependence

strongly suggests that lesions of the PCPT or PAG result
in degeneration
in the ventro-anterior projection and that this
pattern of

degeneration is significantly involved

In

disruption of

Hupka (1970) and Bruner (1967) showed thai

vontro-anter tor projection

"reward" area

Ls a

in

lation of this area could reinforce bar pressing

Lesion and

CI

the area of the

l

hat el cctr leal

in

rabbits.

stimu-

Inter-

ruption of the ventro-anterior projection could disrupt the "reward"
function

of

Uellu/.zi

(1977)

the posterior hypothalamus.

surest that

a

In

fact,

Stein, Wise, and

noradrenergic projection, of similar

trajectory to the ventro-anterior projection, is part of the "reward"
system.

Another neuropharmacological component of this "reward" system

in mammals

Bowden,

i

s

the dorsal

1974).

nor ad rener;^

i

c

bundle (Olds,

1

97

7

;

German and

Although the exact location of fibers of the dorsal

bundle is unknown in the rabbit, its location can be Inferred from
studies of rat and oilier mammals

(e.j;.,

Palkovits and Jacobowitz,

1974)-

A recent report indicates that the location of catecholamine neurons

In

the rabbit corresponds quite closely to that of the rat (Blessing,

Chalmers, and Howe,

Given these limitations, the disruption

1978).

indices of animals with lesions of the dorsal noradrenergic bundle
animals.
(Table 2) were compared with the disruption indices of control

The performance of animals with lesions of the dorsal noradrenergic

buncle (mean
(Mann-Whltncy U

.50) differed significantly from the control animals
-

10.5,

p

<

.02).
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The results of Experiment

4

indicate that radio-frequency

lesions of the midbrain disrupt CI retention.

Analysis of lesion loca-

tion indicates that lesions of the pretectum, posterior commissure,
PAG,

parvocellular red nucleus, or dorsal bundle, resulted in significant

disruption of CI rentention compared with control animals.

Of these

the posterior commissure, pretectum, and PAG seemed most strongly cor-

related with disruption of CI.

Although the mean disruption index for

lesions of the oculomotor nucleus or accessory oculomotor area exceeded
that of control animals, contrasts failed to detect significant differ-

ences in these cases, probably because of the small number of cases in
each of these categories.

Because of the proximity of the dorsal noradrenergic bundle to
the accessory oculomotor area and the parvocellular red nucleus, the

disruption of CI acquisition reported by Mis (1977) could have been due
to disruption of the dorsal noradrenergic bundle rather than disruption
of the accessory oculomotor area or parvocellular red nucleus.

The

results of the present investigation may support this hypothesis as the
dorsal noradrenergic bundle was one of the areas in which lesions dis-

rupted CI.

Mis (1977) reported that two animals (FML 43 and 55) with

lesions of the locus coeruleus, the major source of fibers in the dorsa

noradrenergic bundle, were unable to acquire a CI discrimination.

Thes

for by
cases, previously thought to be anomalous, are readily accounted

bundle.
the hypothesis that CI involves the dorsal noradrenergic

CHAPTER

V

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The main results of the present series of studies may be sum-

marized as follows.

In Experiment 4,

radio-frequency lesions of the

posterior commissure, pretectum, or PAG disrupted retention of CI.
Lesions of the parvocellular red nucleus were uncorrelated with the dis-

ruption indices but resulted in significant disruption when compared
with control animals.

Lesions that disrupted CI also tended to involve

the dorsal noradrenergic bundle or result in axonal degeneration pro-

jection along the midline to the posterior hypothalamus.

anatomical evidence of Experiment

1

suggested that infusion of NaCN into

the central nervous system induced fiber sparing lesions.

ments

The neuro-

In Experi-

and 3, however, NaCN did not consistently disrupt electrophysio-

2

logical activity mediated by perikaria or axons.
tions of NaCN in Experiment
Mis (1975;

1977)

4

Mesencephalic injec-

did not significantly disrupt CI retention

reported that lesions of the accessory oculo-

motor area or parvocellular red nucleus disrupted acquisition of a CI
discrimination.

The results of Experiment

4

suggest an important role

of the dorsal noradrenergic bundle in retention of a CI discrimination.

Because of the proximity of the accessory oculomotor area and the parvo-

cellular red nucleus to the dorsal bundle the two experiments can be
reconciled by the hypothesis that CI is mediated by the noradrenergic
"reward

11

system of the brainstem.
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The cells that make the largest contribution of fibers to the

dorsal noradrenergic bundle lie in the locus coeruleus (Ungerstedt,
1971)

.

In the rat the dorsal noradrenergic bundle ascends through the

pontine and mesencephalic tegmentum lateral to the central grey matter
and dorsal to the accessory oculomotor area and oculomotor nucleus

(Palkovits and Jacodowitz, 1974; Swanson and Hartman, 1975).

Blessing,

Chalmers and Howe (1978) confirmed that, in the rabbit, the monoamine

containing cell bodies lie in the locus coeruleus.
Functionally, the dorsal noradrenergic bundle seems to be part
of a system mediated reward.

leus (Ritter and Stein,

Electrical stimulation of the locus coeru-

1973) or of the dorsal noradrenergic bundle

reinforces bar pressing (Olds, 1977; Ritter and Stein, 1973).

Bruner

(1967) and Hupka (1970) showed that stimulation of hypothalamic nora-

drenergic areas reinforce bar pressing in rabbits.

Lesions of the

dorsal noradrenergic bundle disrupt or abolish bar pressing reinforced
by brain stimulation (Breese, Howard, and Leahy,
1972)

.

At the present time, however,

1971;

Stein and Wise,

the effects of lesions of the

locus coeruleus on brain stimulation-reinforced behavior are not clear.

Clavier and Routtenberg (1976) reported that lesions of the locus

coeruleus on brain stimulation-reinforced behavior are not clear.
Clavier and Routtenberg (1976) reported that lesions of the locus

coeruleus do not attenuate intracranial self stimulation.
hand, M.E. Olds (cited in Olds,

1977)

On the other

reported that lesions of the locus

coeruleus attenuate bar pressing reinforced by brain stimulation.
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Another result of Experiment

4

that implicates a noradrenergic

system in CI of the NMR is the finding of degeneration in a ventro-

anterior hypothalamic projection.

This ventro-anterior projection seems

to be part of the dorsal longitudinal fasiculus (DLF)

.

Catecholamine

neurons of the mesencephalic dorsal raphe project to the dorsal medial
nucleus of the hypothalamus through the DLF (Lindvall, Bjorklund, Nobin,
and Steneri,

1974).

While stimulation of the DLF does not reinforce
1973), Stein, Wise and

bar pressing (Liebman, Mayer, and Liebeskind,

Belluzzi

(

1977 )

suggest involvement of the monoaminergic component of

the DLF in intracranial self stimulation as stimulation of the dorsal

raphe and dorsomedial hypothalamus supports bar pressing.

Dickinson and Pearce (1977) proposed

a

model of conditioned

inhibition consistent with the notion that disruption of

a

reward system

might abolish conditioned inhibition in an aversive conditioning situation.

Following the lead of Gray (1974), Rescorla and Solomon (1967),

and Konorski (1967), Dickinson and Pearce propose mutually antagonistic

appetitive and aversive motivational systems.

They propose that con-

ditioned inhibition can be based on activation of

a

motivational system

antagonistic to the motivational system upon which the CR is based.

For

aversive US, conexample, since conditioning of the NMR is based on an
through activation
ditioned inhibition of the NMR could be accomplished
of an appetitive system.

that
The results of Experiment 4, which showed

of the dorsal noradrenerlesions which presumably disrupted components

with the model of condigic bundle also disrupted CI, are consistent
and Pearce.
tioned inhibition proposed by Dickinson
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In order to further elucidate the role of the dorsal noradrener-

gic bundle in CI of the rabbit NMR, radio-frequency, cyanide, or 6-hy-

droxy-dopamine lesions of the locus coeruleus could be performed.

If

fibers of the dorsal noradrenergic bundle are involved in CI, as the

results of Experiment

4

disrupt CI performance.

suggest, lesions of the locus coeruleus should

Cyanide lesions of the locus coeruleus could

also serve as a behavioral test of cyanide's ability to kill neural
somata.

If cyanide and radio-frequency lesions of the locus coeruleus

disrupt CI, one could assume that cyanide destroyed neurons of the locus
coeruleus.

Fiber-sparing lesions

.

Experiments

1-3

presented evidence suggesting

that cyanide kills cells while sparing fibers of passage.

fiber-sparing toxins have been proposed:
glutamate (MSG).

Two other

kainic acid and monosodium

Coyle and Schwarcz (1976) and McGeer and McGeer (1976)

demonstrated, neuroanatomically

,

that kainic acid injections produce

fiber sparing lesions of the neostriatum (see also Schwarcz and Coyle,
1977a; Coyle, Molliner, and Kuhar,

1978; Hattori and McGeer,

1977).

Subsequent research has shwon that kainic acid injections produce fiber
sparing lesions in other brain areas:

the hippocampus (Fonnum and

Walaas, 1978; Nadler, Perry and Cotman, 1978), hypothalamus (Grossman
et al.,

1978), substantia nigra (Schwarcz and Coyle,

retina (Schwarcz and Coyle, 1977c).

1977b) and the

Simson, Gold, Standish, and Pellett

lesioning method on
(1977) advocated the use of MSG as a fiber sparing
in the hypothalamus
the basis of evidence suggesting fiber sparing

follwoing injections of MSG.
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Coyle and Schwarcz (1976) and McGeer and McGeer
(1976) found
that injections of kainic arid into the neostriatum resulted

Ln

necrosis

of neostriatal cell bodies while sparing dopaminergic fibers of
passage.

Schwarcz and Coyle (1977a) showed that the activity of glutamic acid

dccarboxyalasc and GAB A concentration decrease within

2

hours of kainic

acid injection, changes which reflect death of GABAergic cell bodies.

Dopaminergic fibers of passage were apparently spared, however, as
tyrosine hydroxyalase activity was above control
21

days after kainic acid injection.

levels for as long as

Using his tof lourescence and elec-

tron microscopy, Coyle, Milliner, and Kuhar (1978) showed that dopa-

minergic fibers of passage
injection.
and Coyle,

in

the neostriatum are normal 10 days after

Injections of kainic acid into the substantia nigra (Schrarcz
1977b) produced an Increase in activity of glutamic acid

dccarboxyalase and a decrease in activity of tyrosine hydroxyalase.
These changes, along with the increase in

CA1JA

concentration, indicate

sparing of GABAergic projections from the neostriatum to the substantia

nigra and the death of dopominergic cells located in the substantia
nigra.

Slmson, Gold, Standish, and Pellett (1977) used

a

method based on hyperphagia induced by hypothalamic damage
gate MSG's fiber sparing potential.

behavioral
to

Investi-

Previously, Gold (1970) and Gold,

coronal knife cuts
Jones, Sawchenko, and Kapatos (1977) had shown that

knife cuts near the parain the posterior hypothalamus or parasagittal

ventricular nucleus result

In

hyperphagia.

Simson et al.

(19/7) showed

paraventricular nucleus results
that bilateral MSG injection in the

in
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hyperphagia, presumable because MSG killed cells of the paraventricular
nucleus.

On the other hand, MSG infusion into the posterior hypothala-

mus, where knife cuts are effective in producing hyperphagia, did not

result in hyperphagia, presumably because MSG spared fibers passing

through the hypothalamus.

behavioral test of MSG

1

s

Merker (1978) noted, however, that the
fiber sparing potential is not compelling as

the proportion of fibers necessary to prevent hyperphagia is not known.

The MSG injection could have destroyed a substantial number of fibers
of passage while leaving the fibers involved in preventing hyperphagia

functional
The existing evidence supports the kainic acid technique and, to
lesser extents, the MSG and cyanide techniques as viable fiber sparing

lesioning methods.
as

1

yg,

Cotman,

Unfortunately, kainic acid, in injections as small

induces convulsions (Grossman et al., 1978; Nadler, Perry and
1978), an effect which severely limits the use of kainic acid
It seems desirable,

in behavioral studies.

therefore, to continue to

develop the MSG and cyanide techniques as alternatives to the kainic
acid method.
This thesis attempted to neuroanatomically and electrophysio-

logically test cyanide's fiber sparing potential.
passage in Experiment

1

While fibers of

appeared to be spared in silver impregnated

that
material, one cannot conclude, on the basis of this data alone,

cyanide spares fibers of passage.

Heimer (1970) notes that:

the
There is usually no way of knowing exactly how successful
results
impregnation of degenerating axoplasm is and negative
caution.
must therefore be interpreted with the greatest
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is well to remember that good suppression of normal fibers does
not guarantee an adequate Impregnation of degenerating fibers;
nor does the fact that there is good impregnation of terminals,
in one region automatically signify optimal impregnation in
another region of the same brain.

In order to overcome this limitation of the reduced silver

techniques, Experiments
of a cyanide injection.

2

and

3

elec trophysiologically tested the effects

The results of these two experiments were en-

couraging because cyanide did not effect electrical activity
areas.

in

fiber

In Experiment 2, while cyanide did not consistently disrupt

activity in cell body areas, it did seem to disrupt spontaneous activity
in some cases when injected near somata.

Cortical evoked potentials

were not effected by cyanide infusion in Experiment

3.

The viability of cyanide infusion as a method of inducing fiber-

sparing lesions remains in doubt.

Two studies could be performed to

further test whether cyanide infusions result in fiber sparing lesions.

Neostriatal cyanide lesions could be induced with subsequent light and
electron microscopic examination of the striatum in order to determine
the state of neurons intrinsic to the neostriatum and dopaminergic

fibers of passage.

Another possibility would be to repeat Experiment

3,

but with curarization and artificial ventilation of the rabbit so as to
or
permit assessment of the long term effects of NaCN in cortical white

grey matter by allowing recording to extend for 24 or 48 hours.
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Accessory oculomotor area
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Brachiam conjuctivum
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Conditioned inhibition
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Conditioned response

CS

Conditioned stimulus

D

Dieters nucleus

DB

Dorsal bundle

DI

Disruption index
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Dorsal longitudinal fusiculus
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Grams
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Hertz

IC

Internal capsule

III

Oculomotor nucleus
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Intramuscularly
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Trigeminal nucleus
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